Abstract-For the selection a safe area during landing on asteroid, this article proposes an algorithm of selecting safe landing area based on binaryzation combined with morphology. First, it provides a new binary algorithm for highlighting the shadow area and the lighting area. Second, in order to dilate the shadow area and the lighting area by Using of algorithm of dilatation of morphology. Last, choosing the bigger area which is not dilated as the final safe landing area. The algorithm raised in the article is tested and proved by a group images of asteroid topography.
INTRODUCTION
Obstacles, includingrocks, slopes, meteorite crater and cliff, will be the great potential dangers when astrovehicle is landing [1, 2] . It is difficult to control the astrovehiclesimultaneously because of the great distance between the probing planet and the earth. Therefore it is especially important to detect the obstacles and select the safe landing area [1, 2] . At present, there are two ways of obstacles' detection as follows: one is obstacle detection algorithm based on laser radar or wirelessradar [3] . The author of the reference [4, 5] provides obstacle detection algorithm based on laser radar; And in [6] , the author raises obstacle detection algorithm based on DEM radar. The other is the obstacle detection algorithm based on the photos taken when asteroid is landing. In reference [7] , the author brings forward the detection algorithm of rock and meteorite crater based on the image. The reference [3] proposes the shadow area projecting algorithm of Gaussian pyramid and Multiple Sequential Gray Thresholds for detecting the obstacles.
Because the shadow area and lighting area can reflect the position, size and shape of the Rocks, meteorite crater, topography and others of the image, this article proposes an obstacle detection algorithm based on the binaryzation. First, it provides a new binary algorithm, which may detect the shadow area and the lighting area. Then the detected shadow area and lighting area will be dilated in the binary image. Finally, the big-sized undilated area will be the safe landing area. The algorithm diagram in Fig. 1 :
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I. IMAGE BINARYZATION
The most popular binaryzation algorithm is Otsu [8] , which is a global threshold algorithm that was proposed in 1979. But when the image has uneven brightness, it cannot get the ideal result. LIANG Huawei proposed an algorithm determined by binary threshold for double peak histogram, which has a limitation that cannot be used in Multi-Peak Value situation. This article introduces a selfadaptivedetermined algorithm of Binary threshold of shadow and Bright Areas. It can extract the shadow part and the lighting part from the stars' surface image of the photo. In order to determine the safe landing area, it extracts the strong lighting area. The following is the details about the algorithm. The pixel value of acnode in the image is the number of pixel value account for maximum proportion of the image. It may influence the brightness spreading of the image, which effact the get the average pixel value about the whole image. When there exists the acnode pixel, it should be endowed with the average value of the un-acnode pixel. Thus it may reduce the overall influence of acnode for the average pixel value.
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B. A Self-adaptive Determined algorithm of Binary threshold of shadow and Bright Areas (DBT)
This algorithm studies the High value (which is bigger than the average grey) and the Low value (which is lower than the average grey) separately. During the process, arrange the difference value between High value and average value in order of size from big to small. While arrange the difference value between Low value and average value in order of size from small to big. Then through analysis of the changing rate of this two group values to find the high change rate section. The pixel value corresponding those in the high change rate section are more obvious than other pixels among the High value and the Low value. Finally, calculate the standard difference between the corresponding value and the average value. The relationship of standard difference and the average value can determine that two binary thresholds (in shadow area and lighting area).See the following details:
Step1: calculate the average value of grey of the image： 
Step4: Calculate the change rate of ' 
Step7:Calculate the standard difference 
II. DILATATION OF BINARY IMAGE
This article deal with the binary image by using dilation of morphology for finding the suitable area. Suppose M, N are both sets in R (two-dimensional space). Here N is called as structural element. M is dilated by N and defined as: In Fig. 3 , if a is the set M, c acts as the structure element N and its mapping. N is equal to its mapping, should be Symmetric about the Origin. C is the result that M is dilated for N. The white area is the dilated area. Using dilatation theory to look for character of the target has good reason. It chooses the structure with the size of n n × to dilatate the binary topographic map. All the lighting point is dilated by the structure. Even the smallest size is nearly reached 2 / n . After dilatation, the black part in the image is flat and smooth, more far away from the obstacles.
III. THE CHOSEN OF THE SAFE LANDING AREA
Choosing the safe landing area in the image which has been dilated binarilyshould be following the rules as shown in bellow:
(1) For let the chosen landing area to be near the central part of the image, if 
The size of landing area is usually the maximum inscribed rectangular of the undilated area. (3). For convenience to track the chosen landing area, it is better exist some reference feature like rocks and meteor crater around it. Therefore, it may develop the real-time navigation for the space machine using Fig.  4 has been shown very well. The following is using dilatation algorithm to dilatate the shadow area and lighting area in Fig. 5 . The size of the dilated structure may be adjusted according to the image size. Usually, the side length of structure should be the 1/20 of the minimum side length of the image. The size of the four pictures of this article is 388x496. Therefore, the size of the structure is 20x20. Seeing from the picture, the shadow area and lighting area are enlarged obviously, the undilated area has not the obstacles, which has a distance from the area with obstacles. This area can be the safe landing area for the space machine. According to the above rules, the red rectangular area can be the best choice for safe landing. While there exists much more noise and more complicated texture, which decrease the size of safe landing area in the dilated image. For this can use the filter to filt the noise and the trivial texture.
The algorithm in this article is real-time effectively, which calculates the four images of Fig. 4 only in 1 second separately.
V. CONCLUSION
This article provides an algorithm for searching safe landing, which focus on dilatation of binary image for shadow area and lighting area. There are several advantages: (1) it is a new binary algorithm for extracting shadow area and lighting area in the image. (2) Using morphologic dilatation to dilatate shadow area and lighting area in the binary image shows the improvement of safe landing for the space machines. (3) This algorithm is real-time and timesaving, which is valid for choosing the safe landing area.
There also has some limitation of this algorithm. One is the threshold in shadow area and lighting area of binary algorithm is the global threshold, which has uncertainty under the circumstance of the more complicated topography and lighting condition. The other is the filter for the noise and complexes texture in the image should be chosen one more suitable to deal with the image.
